In this paper, a network of 37 fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors is proposed for real-time, in situ, and operando multipoint monitoring of the surface temperature distribution on a pack of three prismatic lithium polymer batteries (LiPBs). Using the network, a spatial and temporal thermal mapping of all pack interfaces was performed. In each interface, nine strategic locations were monitored by considering a three-by-three matrix, corresponding to the LiPBs top, middle and bottom zones. The batteries were subjected to charge and discharge cycles, where the charge was carried out at 1.0 C, whereas the discharge rates were 0.7 C and 1.4 C. The results show that in general, a thermal gradient is recognized from the top to the bottom, but is less prominent in the end-of-charge steps. The results also indicate the presence of hot spots between two of the three batteries, which were located near the positive tab collector. This occurs due to the higher current density of the lithium ions in this area. The presented FBG sensing network can be used to improve the thermal management of batteries by performing a spatiotemporal thermal mapping, as well as by identifying the zones which are more conducive to the possibility of the existence of hot spots, thereby preventing severe consequences such as thermal runaway and promoting their safety. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a spatial and temporal thermal mapping is reported for this specific application using a network of FBG sensors.
Introduction
Lithium polymer batteries (LiPBs) are extensively used as rechargeable energy storage systems for a wide range of electronic devices such as smartphones and laptops due to their high specific energy, power densities, nominal voltage, and low self-discharge rates [1] [2] [3] .
Exceeding the limits of current, voltage, or power may result in internal battery damage. Possible thermal runaway, characterized by the faster temperature increase, can also occur if proper precautions are not taken. This is an essential issue, which impacts highly on the global LiPB behavior. Moreover, LiPBs must be prudently electrically and thermally monitored and managed in order to avoid safety and performance issues [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The internal structure of an LiPB is made up of multiple layers forming a "jelly roll" structure, where each layer consists of the anode, cathode, electrolyte, and polymer film separators. Recent studies have been published using new composite polymer electrolytes for solid-state lithium batteries, not only to improve their thermal stability, but also to allow a wide electrochemical stability window and compatibility with the electrodes. These are the fundamental requirements for the next generation of reliable large-scale energy storage systems and to develop more completely solid devices [9] [10] [11] [12] . Under abnormal conditions, such as temperature exceeding the separators melting point or breakdown of the layered materials, an internal short circuit can occur.
The possible hot spots generated by an internal short circuit can ignite thermal runaways leading to a fire or explosion of the batteries [8, 13, 14] . However, some of these problems would be solved if these technologies were subject to better understanding of the spatiotemporal thermal mapping of the batteries under different and real-time operating conditions, improving the thermal management of all battery systems.
Temperature can affect both the LiPBs lifetime and energy, and therefore, it should be within an optimum range of temperature to ensure better performance and long life, both for use and storage [15, 16] . The ability to quantify and evaluate the mechanism of thermal runaway generated during the electrochemical processes that can occur, will create beneficial information regarding their behavior as well as an active tool to promote their safety. The thermal sensing of LiPBs is typically performed using different types of thermocouples in strategic locations [3, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , micro-electro-mechanical systems [25] , mathematical models [26, 27] , and resistance temperature sensors [28, 29] . Generally, for commercialized battery packs, most of the existing methods use single-point temperature monitoring on the cell surface to represent the overall state of the cell [19] .
Recent works showed that fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) are an operative method to realize temperature measurements in lithium batteries. Some of the advantages of using such sensors, when compared to electronic ones, are the ease in multiplexing, fast response, immunity to electromagnetic interference, lower invasiveness, and their small size [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The research and development of a sensor network based on FBGs has attracted significant interest because, by inscribing several FBGs with different grating periods in the same optical fiber, a broad selection of sensors can be manufactured. This allows the user to monitor different positions in the structure with only a single fiber. Only one light source is required and the same interrogation system is employed for different FBGs, effectively decreasing the system cost. Multiple FBG sensors can be readily accommodated and the location of each sensor can be precisely controlled, which is essential to quantitatively distinguishing the temperature of different spots [30, 36] . These works reveal that FBGs can be an optimal, low cost, and non-active tool to support and improve LiB thermal management.
In this work, a sensing network of 37 FBGs is proposed for the detection of temporal and spatial variations of temperature at the interfaces of a pack of 3 prismatic LiPBs. A cycling protocol considering the charge at 1.0 C, and different discharge rates, at 0.7 C and 1.4 C, was performed. The temperature measurements are performed in situ and operando.
Materials and Methods

Fiber Bragg Grating Sensor Network
A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor consists of a small segment of a single-mode optical fiber (length of a few millimeters) with a photoinduced, periodically modulated refractive index in the fiber core. The FBG resonant wavelength, λ B , is related to the grating period (Λ) and to the effective refractive index of the core mode (n eff ) as in Equation (1):
When the grating is illuminated with a broadband optical source, the reflected power spectrum presents a sharp peak, which is caused by the interference of light with the planes of the grating [31] . When the fiber is exposed to external variations of a given measurand (such as temperature), both n eff and Λ can be changed, producing a shift in λ B . The FBG sensitivity (K) towards a given parameter is obtained by subjecting the sensor to pre-determined and controlled variations of the parameter and measuring the λ B for each step. The effects of temperature are accounted for in the Bragg wavelength shift (λ) by differentiating Equation (2):
where α, ξ, and K T are the thermal expansion, thermo-optic coefficient of the optical fiber material, and the temperature sensitivity, respectively.
Experimental Setup
The FBGs (length of~3.0 mm each) were sequentially recorded in four different photosensitive single-mode fibers (SMF) (GF1, Thorlabs Inc., Newton, MA, USA), using the phase mask method. A pulsed Q-switched Nd:YAG laser system (LOTIS TII LS-2137U Laser, Minsk, Belarus) lasing at the fourth harmonic (266 nm) and focusing the beam in the SMF with a plano-convex cylindrical lens (working length of 320 mm), was used. The reflected Bragg wavelengths were measured with an optical interrogator (sm125-500, Micron Optics Inc., Atlanta, GA, USA) operating at 2.0 Hz and wavelength accuracy of 1.0 pm. Typically, these sensors can operate from −150 • C up to~350 • C without damaging the sensor's reflection signal [37, 38] . Figure 1 presents the spectrum for one of the fibers with a total of 10 FBG sensors. 
The FBGs (length of ~3.0 mm each) were sequentially recorded in four different photosensitive single-mode fibers (SMF) (GF1, Thorlabs Inc., Newton, MA, USA), using the phase mask method. A pulsed Q-switched Nd:YAG laser system (LOTIS TII LS-2137U Laser, Minsk, Belarus) lasing at the fourth harmonic (266 nm) and focusing the beam in the SMF with a plano-convex cylindrical lens (working length of 320 mm), was used. The reflected Bragg wavelengths were measured with an optical interrogator (sm125-500, Micron Optics Inc., Atlanta, GA, USA) operating at 2.0 Hz and wavelength accuracy of 1.0 pm. Typically, these sensors can operate from −150 °C up to ~350 °C without damaging the sensor's reflection signal [37, 38] . Figure 1 presents the spectrum for one of the fibers with a total of 10 FBG sensors. A thermal calibration was performed prior to attaching the fiber sensors network to the LiPBs pack. The sensor's thermal calibration was made using a Peltier device with a resolution of 0.01 °C. The temperature range was between 20.0 °C and 60.0 °C, in steps of 5.0 °C. Table 1 indicates the λB at room temperature and the KT obtained through the thermal calibration for one fiber. Notice that in the other fibers, KT and λB of the FBGs are very similar and are in the same location on the LiPBs. From Equation (2) it is possible to convert the wavelength shifts detected by the sensors into temperature variation (ΔT). Considering the calculation of the standard deviation between the maximum and minimum fluctuations of the sensors signals acquired over 1 h on the Peltier device with a stabilized temperature, an experimental resolution of 0.1 °C was determined for the FBGs.
The position of each FBG in relation to the battery is presented in the format of a matrix (i.j), where i = 1 ,2, 3 corresponds to the top, middle, and bottom positions, whereas j = 1, 2, 3 indicates the sensor location on the left, middle and right, respectively. Table 1 indicates the λ B at room temperature and the K T obtained through the thermal calibration for one fiber. Notice that in the other fibers, K T and λ B of the FBGs are very similar and are in the same location on the LiPBs. From Equation (2) it is possible to convert the wavelength shifts detected by the sensors into temperature variation (∆T). Considering the calculation of the standard deviation between the maximum and minimum fluctuations of the sensors signals acquired over 1 h on the Peltier device with a stabilized temperature, an experimental resolution of 0.1 • C was determined for the FBGs. The position of each FBG in relation to the battery is presented in the format of a matrix (i.j), where i = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to the top, middle, and bottom positions, whereas j = 1, 2, 3 indicates the sensor location on the left, middle and right, respectively.
Three rechargeable prismatic LiPBs (Cameron Sino Technology, China) with nominal voltage of 3.7 V/cell, nominal capacity of 1600 mAh and dimensions of 79 mm (length) × 54 mm (width) × 4 mm (thickness), were packaged in series, performing as an LiPB pack with a nominal voltage of 11.1 V. The voltage signal was monitored using a 12-bit resolution data acquisition system (DAQ) (USB6008, National Instruments). The acquisition modules were controlled by a LabVIEW ® customized application, allowing real-time monitoring of the acquired data. The LiPBs pack was cycled twice under two different discharge rates of 0.7 C and 1.4 C through two power resistors of 10.0 Ω and 5.0 Ω, respectively, until a cut-off pack voltage of 9.0 V was reached. A fast charge current of 1.0 C was applied using a commercial Turnigy Accucell-6 balance charger/discharger with maximum current of 5.0 A.
The temperature variations were monitored with a network of 37 FBG sensors, divided by four different optical fibers (nine FBG sensors in each fiber), glued to the surface of the battery in nine strategic locations disposed as a 3 × 3 matrix as can be seen in Figure 2 . The voltage signal was monitored using a 12-bit resolution data acquisition system (DAQ) (USB6008, National Instruments). The acquisition modules were controlled by a LabVIEW ® customized application, allowing real-time monitoring of the acquired data. The LiPBs pack was cycled twice under two different discharge rates of 0.7 C and 1.4 C through two power resistors of 10.0 Ω and 5.0 Ω, respectively, until a cut-off pack voltage of 9.0 V was reached. A fast charge current of 1.0 C was applied using a commercial Turnigy Accucell-6 balance charger/discharger with maximum current of 5.0 A. The temperature variations were monitored with a network of 37 FBG sensors, divided by four different optical fibers (nine FBG sensors in each fiber), glued to the surface of the battery in nine strategic locations disposed as a 3 × 3 matrix as can be seen in Figure 2 . The extra FBG sensor was used out of the pack to monitor the room temperature variations and thus to eliminate possible external fluctuations. This setup allowed for the monitoring of temperature variations throughout the LiPBs pack interfaces on the top, middle and bottom areas. Thermal paste was placed along all fibers to increase thermal conductivity between the battery and the optical sensors.
In total, four interfaces on the LiPBs pack were monitored. Fiber 1 was placed in the surface of the LiPB1 (interface air-LiPB1) (negative electrode surface), fibers 2 and 3 were sandwiched in the interfaces between the LiPB1 and LiPB2 (interface LiPB1-LiPB2), and LiPB2 and LiPB3 (interface LiPB2-LiPB3), respectively. Fiber 4 was positioned in the other surface of the LiPB3 (interface LiPB3-air) (positive electrode surface). Figure 3 presents the voltage signals measured with the DAQ during the cycling tests for each battery that composed the LiPBs pack, under normal and abusive discharge conditions of 0.7 C (Figure 3a ) and 1.4 C (Figure 3b ). In total, four discharge cycles were applied, followed by a fast charge of ~1.0 C in all of them. Between the constant current (CC) charge/discharge steps, a resting time of ~15 min was selected to stabilize the temperature and relax the LiPBs pack. It is important to mention that the cooling of the LiPBs pack during all the cycling tests was performed by natural convection. The intentional short-circuit at the discharge cycle observed in Figure 3a was performed The extra FBG sensor was used out of the pack to monitor the room temperature variations and thus to eliminate possible external fluctuations. This setup allowed for the monitoring of temperature variations throughout the LiPBs pack interfaces on the top, middle and bottom areas. Thermal paste was placed along all fibers to increase thermal conductivity between the battery and the optical sensors.
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Cycling Protocols-Voltage and Temperature Curves
In total, four interfaces on the LiPBs pack were monitored. Fiber 1 was placed in the surface of the LiPB1 (interface air-LiPB1) (negative electrode surface), fibers 2 and 3 were sandwiched in the interfaces between the LiPB1 and LiPB2 (interface LiPB1-LiPB2), and LiPB2 and LiPB3 (interface LiPB2-LiPB3), respectively. Fiber 4 was positioned in the other surface of the LiPB3 (interface LiPB3-air) (positive electrode surface). (Figure 3b ). In total, four discharge cycles were applied, followed by a fast charge of~1.0 C in all of them. Between the constant current (CC) charge/discharge steps, a resting time of 15 min was selected to stabilize the temperature and relax the LiPBs pack. It is important to mention that the cooling of the LiPBs pack during all the cycling tests was performed by natural convection. The intentional short-circuit at the discharge cycle observed in Figure 3a was performed to assess the thermal impact at the LiPBs pack and its influence on the voltage behavior. After the circuit was re-established, the LiPBs pack returned to its previous behavior without affecting the posterior data.
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Batteries 2018, 4, x 5 of 12 circuit was re-established, the LiPBs pack returned to its previous behavior without affecting the posterior data. circuit was re-established, the LiPBs pack returned to its previous behavior without affecting the posterior data. Over the CC discharge steps (2) and (3), a gradual temperature increase is observed while the LiPBs pack discharges up to 9.0 V. However, three different temperature increase rates can be precisely tracked. The first one-immediately after the beginning of discharge, the second-between 11.0 V and 10.5 V, and the last one-between 10.5 V and 9.0 V. The first one is the highest and fastest and is proportional to the discharge rate applied. The second one is only registered under the discharge rate of 0.7 C due to the higher jump in voltage to 10.3 V when the CC discharge step begins.
On the thermal behavior detected by the sensors located at the LiPB1-LiPB2 interface, during a CC discharge step at 0.7 C as highlighted in Figure 4b , there is a clear continuous heat generation up until the end of the discharge (EOD) process in all areas of the surface. However, there are different temperature variations depending on the sensor location. For example, the FBG placed in position (1.3) at ~370 min presented the third highest temperature variation, but as the temperature did not increase at the same rate as in other sensors. At ~383 min that location became the sixth hottest area.
A continuous increase of heat generation is observed in all areas during discharge rate at 1.4 C (see Figure 5b) , and no changes were detected in terms of the gradient of the temperature between the beginning and finishing of the process in all FBGs areas. Thus, locations (1.1) and (1.2) were the hottest spots both when the discharge started and ended. The coldest zone was monitored by the FBG sensor on location (3.1). In EOD at ~315 min, a significant difference in temperature variation between the hot and cold areas of 4.3 ± 0.1 °C was observed.
Spatial and Temporal Thermal Mapping
CC Charge at 1.0 C
The spatial and temporal thermal mapping of the four interfaces can be inferred through the FBG sensor responses just instants after the beginning (first instantaneous increase of temperature) and the end of each CC charge step at 1.0 C as it is shown in Figure 6 . In this Figure, each set of data represents the mean ΔT values between the four equal CC charge steps that the LiPBs pack was submitted to. Analyzing the temperature distribution produced at the beginning of charge (BOC), the same thermal profiles are observed in all the interfaces with heating zones at the top of the LiPBs Over the CC discharge steps (2) and (3), a gradual temperature increase is observed while the LiPBs pack discharges up to 9.0 V. However, three different temperature increase rates can be precisely tracked. The first one-immediately after the beginning of discharge, the second-between 11.0 V and 10.5 V, and the last one-between 10.5 V and 9.0 V. The first one is the highest and fastest and is proportional to the discharge rate applied. The second one is only registered under the discharge rate of 0.7 C due to the higher jump in voltage to 10.3 V when the CC discharge step begins.
On the thermal behavior detected by the sensors located at the LiPB1-LiPB2 interface, during a CC discharge step at 0.7 C as highlighted in Figure 4b , there is a clear continuous heat generation up until the end of the discharge (EOD) process in all areas of the surface. However, there are different temperature variations depending on the sensor location. For example, the FBG placed in position (1.3) at~370 min presented the third highest temperature variation, but as the temperature did not increase at the same rate as in other sensors. At~383 min that location became the sixth hottest area.
A continuous increase of heat generation is observed in all areas during discharge rate at 1.4 C (see Figure 5b) , and no changes were detected in terms of the gradient of the temperature between the beginning and finishing of the process in all FBGs areas. Thus, locations (1.1) and (1.2) were the hottest spots both when the discharge started and ended. The coldest zone was monitored by the FBG sensor on location (3.1). In EOD at~315 min, a significant difference in temperature variation between the hot and cold areas of 4.3 ± 0.1 • C was observed. The spatial and temporal thermal mapping of the four interfaces can be inferred through the FBG sensor responses just instants after the beginning (first instantaneous increase of temperature) and the end of each CC charge step at 1.0 C as it is shown in Figure 6 . In this Figure, each set of data represents the mean ∆T values between the four equal CC charge steps that the LiPBs pack was submitted to. Analyzing the temperature distribution produced at the beginning of charge (BOC), the same thermal profiles are observed in all the interfaces with heating zones at the top of the LiPBs that compose the pack identified by the FBGs located on (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3), and cold areas predominantly in the bottom positions, corresponding to the (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) zones.
Spatial and Temporal Thermal Mapping
that compose the pack identified by the FBGs located on (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3), and cold areas predominantly in the bottom positions, corresponding to the (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) zones. Between all the interfaces monitored, the air-LiPB1 interface (monitored by fiber 1), was considered the coldest. On the other hand, the hottest interface was the one sandwiched between LiPB1 and LiPB2 (monitored by fiber 2). The warmest area was detected in this surface by the FBG in position (1.1) with ΔT values of 3.7 ± 0.1 °C. At the center of the interface between LiPB3 and the air, a heating zone with ΔT values of 3.3 ± 0.1 °C was identified. It is possible that this happened because of greater proximity with the positive electrode existing in this surface.
In the end of charge (EOC), a different thermal profile was observed, mainly at the LiPB1-LiPB2 interface, in which the heating zone was detected by the FBG placed in position (3.3) with ΔT values of 3.4 ± 0.1 °C, and the coldest in the top position (1.3). Notice that the scale is slightly different to the scale used in the BOC. The surface monitored by the sensors in the fiber 1 (Air-LiPB1 interface) remained the coldest. An interesting thermal profile was identified in the LiPB3-air interface, with a clear warmer central area and a decrease in ΔT from that area until reaching the extremities of the battery. The LiPB2-LiPB3 interface was shown to be the more thermally stable one all over the surface.
CC Discharge at 0.7 C
The temporal and spatial thermal mapping of the interfaces presented in the LiPB pack in the beginning of discharge (BOD) and EOD instants at 0.7 C, can be seen in Figure 7 . As in BOC process, the thermal profiles are gradual from the bottom (colder areas) to the top (hotter areas). However, at the LiPB3-air interface, a different behavior was observed. In this case, the hottest area was located in the middle of the LiPB3 surface. The hottest spots with ΔT of 3.8 ± 0.1 °C and 3.5 ± 0.1 °C, were detected by FBGs (1.1) and (2,2) located near the positive tab collector and in the center of the active area, in the LiPB1-LiPB2 and LiPB3-air interfaces, respectively. This observation can be correlated Between all the interfaces monitored, the air-LiPB1 interface (monitored by fiber 1), was considered the coldest. On the other hand, the hottest interface was the one sandwiched between LiPB1 and LiPB2 (monitored by fiber 2). The warmest area was detected in this surface by the FBG in position (1.1) with ∆T values of 3.7 ± 0.1 • C. At the center of the interface between LiPB3 and the air, a heating zone with ∆T values of 3.3 ± 0.1 • C was identified. It is possible that this happened because of greater proximity with the positive electrode existing in this surface.
In the end of charge (EOC), a different thermal profile was observed, mainly at the LiPB1-LiPB2 interface, in which the heating zone was detected by the FBG placed in position (3.3) with ∆T values of 3.4 ± 0.1 • C, and the coldest in the top position (1.3). Notice that the scale is slightly different to the scale used in the BOC. The surface monitored by the sensors in the fiber 1 (Air-LiPB1 interface) remained the coldest. An interesting thermal profile was identified in the LiPB3-air interface, with a clear warmer central area and a decrease in ∆T from that area until reaching the extremities of the battery. The LiPB2-LiPB3 interface was shown to be the more thermally stable one all over the surface.
The temporal and spatial thermal mapping of the interfaces presented in the LiPB pack in the beginning of discharge (BOD) and EOD instants at 0.7 C, can be seen in Figure 7 . As in BOC process, the thermal profiles are gradual from the bottom (colder areas) to the top (hotter areas). However, at the LiPB3-air interface, a different behavior was observed. In this case, the hottest area was located in the middle of the LiPB3 surface. The hottest spots with ∆T of 3.8 ± 0.1 • C and 3.5 ± 0.1 • C, were detected by FBGs (1.1) and (2,2) located near the positive tab collector and in the center of the active area, in the LiPB1-LiPB2 and LiPB3-air interfaces, respectively. This observation can be correlated with the higher activation and current density of the Li + near both tabs, negative and positive, and the fact that the material of the positive tab (e.g., aluminum) is more conducive to heat generation than the negative tab material (e.g., nickel) due to the different electrical resistances of the two materials.
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Figure 7.
Spatial and temporal thermal mapping of the LiPB pack at the BOD and EOD instances, for CC discharge at 0.7 C.
At the EOD, the coldest zones are well evidenced on the bottom of the cells, being more pronounced in the air-LiPB1interface. The hottest spots, with ΔT of 6.8 ± 0.1 °C were measured near the positive tab collector by the FBG located in (1.1), the LiPB1-LiPB2interface, as well as in areas (1.2), (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) with ΔT of 6.4 ± 0.1 °C, all of them in the center of the active area of the cell, translating into the warmest interface in the LiPB pack. The FBGs inscribed in the fibers 3 and 4 also registered higher temperature changes near to both tab current collectors, i.e., in areas (1.1) and (1.3). Notice that in Figure 7 , different scales were used for the EOD and BOD thermal maps, so, a thermal color comparison between the two cannot be performed in this case.
3.2.3. CC Discharge at 1.4 C Figure 8 shows the temperature variation detected by all the FBGs at the BOD and EOD, at the higher discharge rate of 1.4 C in all the interfaces that compose the LiPBs pack. Due to the large temperature range on the BOD and EOD, the scales were also chosen independently to show the distribution with high resolution. At the EOD, the coldest zones are well evidenced on the bottom of the cells, being more pronounced in the air-LiPB1interface. The hottest spots, with ∆T of 6.8 ± 0.1 • C were measured near the positive tab collector by the FBG located in (1.1), the LiPB1-LiPB2interface, as well as in areas (1.2), (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) with ∆T of 6.4 ± 0.1 • C, all of them in the center of the active area of the cell, translating into the warmest interface in the LiPB pack. The FBGs inscribed in the fibers 3 and 4 also registered higher temperature changes near to both tab current collectors, i.e., in areas (1.1) and (1.3). Notice that in Figure 7 , different scales were used for the EOD and BOD thermal maps, so, a thermal color comparison between the two cannot be performed in this case.
3.2.3. CC Discharge at 1.4 C Figure 8 shows the temperature variation detected by all the FBGs at the BOD and EOD, at the higher discharge rate of 1.4 C in all the interfaces that compose the LiPBs pack. Due to the large temperature range on the BOD and EOD, the scales were also chosen independently to show the distribution with high resolution. In general, and following the trend was noticed in Figure 7 : The hottest zones were located at both collector tabs, at positions (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3), and the coldest zones were located at the bottom of the LiPBs at positions (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). The temperature distribution gradient followed the line from the top to the bottom. These thermal profiles are in accordance with the literature, however, the battery dimensions reported are not the same and they were tested separately instead of in a pack of batteries [3, 19, 27] .
On the BOD, the main hot spot with a ΔT of 9.4 ± 0.1 °C was detected by the FBG located at the LiPB2-LiPB2 interface at area (1.1). Of all the pack interfaces, the warmest was between the LiPB1 and LiPB2. The coldest interface was between the air and LiPB1, registering the lowest cold zone value of all battery packs of 2.8 ± 0.1 °C at the (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) areas. The thermal profiles at the EOD follow the same behavior as at the BOD, however, the temperature variations were higher. The hottest spot, with ΔT of 14.0 ± 0.1 °C was clearly registered by the sensor written in the fiber 2 and located in position (1.1). The results indicate that this area is likely to be the hot spot zone in all the LiPB packs, being the most critical region in terms of safety. This occurred due to the higher current density of the Li + in the positive tab collector. A plausible reason for the fact that this occurred in the interface between LiPB1 and LiB2 can be attributed to the higher performance registered by the LiPB2, as can be seen in Figure 3 .
Comparing the temperature distribution in all the interfaces showed in Figure 8 , it can be observed that the ΔT mean value between all interfaces is 4.0 ± 0.1 °C, revealing a low thermal discrepancy between them. However, the physical spacing between the thermal boundaries is different at all interfaces, highlighting their specific thermal profiles.
Conclusions
A sensing network of 37 FBGs was successfully used to monitor and to implement a temporal and spatial thermal mapping of four interfaces in a pack of 3 prismatic LiPBs. The batteries were connected in series and a cycling protocol was established with normal CC charge (1.0 C) and two In general, and following the trend was noticed in Figure 7 : The hottest zones were located at both collector tabs, at positions (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3), and the coldest zones were located at the bottom of the LiPBs at positions (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). The temperature distribution gradient followed the line from the top to the bottom. These thermal profiles are in accordance with the literature, however, the battery dimensions reported are not the same and they were tested separately instead of in a pack of batteries [3, 19, 27] .
On the BOD, the main hot spot with a ∆T of 9.4 ± 0.1 • C was detected by the FBG located at the LiPB2-LiPB2 interface at area (1.1). Of all the pack interfaces, the warmest was between the LiPB1 and LiPB2. The coldest interface was between the air and LiPB1, registering the lowest cold zone value of all battery packs of 2.8 ± 0.1 • C at the (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) areas. The thermal profiles at the EOD follow the same behavior as at the BOD, however, the temperature variations were higher. The hottest spot, with ∆T of 14.0 ± 0.1 • C was clearly registered by the sensor written in the fiber 2 and located in position (1.1). The results indicate that this area is likely to be the hot spot zone in all the LiPB packs, being the most critical region in terms of safety. This occurred due to the higher current density of the Li + in the positive tab collector. A plausible reason for the fact that this occurred in the interface between LiPB1 and LiB2 can be attributed to the higher performance registered by the LiPB2, as can be seen in Figure 3 .
Comparing the temperature distribution in all the interfaces showed in Figure 8 , it can be observed that the ∆T mean value between all interfaces is 4.0 ± 0.1 • C, revealing a low thermal discrepancy between them. However, the physical spacing between the thermal boundaries is different at all interfaces, highlighting their specific thermal profiles.
A sensing network of 37 FBGs was successfully used to monitor and to implement a temporal and spatial thermal mapping of four interfaces in a pack of 3 prismatic LiPBs. The batteries were connected in series and a cycling protocol was established with normal CC charge (1.0 C) and two different CC discharge steps (0.7 C and 1.4 C). The thermal profiles in the BOC, BOD, EOC, and EOD steps were analyzed. On the BOC, a maximum temperature variation of 3.7 ± 0.1 • C was measured near the positive tab in the LiPB1-LiPB2 interface. A heating zone of 3.3 ± 0.1 • C was also identified in the center of the surface between the LiPB3 and the air.
In general, over the discharge steps the hotter zones were located at both collector tabs, and the cold zones were at the bottom of the LiPBs. For the higher discharge rate, the thermal profiles at the EOD were very similar with the ones identified at the BOD. At the EOD, a hot spot with a ∆T value of 14.0 ± 0.1 • C was registered by the sensor located near the positive tab collector at the LiPB1-LiPB2 interface. This occurred due to the higher current density of the Li + in that region. This sensing technique also allows more points to be monitored. For that, more FBG sensors with different Bragg wavelengths can be recorded in the same optical fiber or can be used different fiber sensing configurations without increasing the invasiveness of the battery pack interfaces.
The presented FBG sensing network has shown to be a good, precise, non-invasive and low-cost tool to improve the thermal management and safety of batteries, identifying critical zones for the appearance of hot spots.
